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______________________________________________________________________________

Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Abdelaziz Bouteflika for the Republic of Algeria,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Alexander Van der Bellen for the Federal Republic of
Austria,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Abdul Hamid for the Republic of Bangladesh,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Patrice Talon for the Republic of Benin,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Ian Khama for the Republic of Botswana,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Roch Marc Christian Kaboré for the Republic  of
Burkina Faso,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Pierre Nkurunziza for the Republic of Burundi,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Paul Biya for the Republic of Cameroon,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Idriss Débi for the Republic of Chad,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Ismaïl Omar Guelleh for the Republic of Djibouti,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Mulatu Teshome for the Republic of Ethiopia,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Emanuel Macron for the Republic of France,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Alpha Condé for the Republic of Guinea,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Prokopis Pavlopoulos for the Republic of Greece,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Nana Akufo-Addo for the Republic of Ghana,
Great  Day  Dear  Excellence  Mr.  President  Frank-Walter  Steinmeier  for  the  Republic  of
Germany,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Ram Nath Kovind for the Republic of India,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Hassan Rouhani for the Republic of Iran,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Fuad Masum for the Republic of Iraq,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Sergio Mattarella for the Republic of Italy,
Great Day Dear Excellence King Abdullah II. for the Kingdom of Jordan,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Uhuru Kenyatta for the Republic of Kenya,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Ellen Johnson Sirleaf for the Republic of Liberia,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Fayez al-Sarraj for the Republic of Libya,
Great  Day  Dear  Excellence  Mr.  President  Marie  Louise  Coleiro  Preca  for  the  Republic  of
Malta,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Peter Mutharika for the Republic of Malawi,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Gjorge Ivanov for the Republic of Macedonia,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Filipe Nyusi for the Republic of Mozambique,
Great  Day  Dear  Excellence  Mr.  President  Mohamed Ould  Abdel  Aziz  for  the  Republic  of
Mauritania,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Htin Kyaw for the Republic of Myanmar,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Hage Geingob for the Republic of Namibia,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Mahamadou Issoufou for the Republic of Niger,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Bidhya Devi Bhandari for the Republic of Nepal,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Mahmoud Abbas for the state of Palestine,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Mamnoon Hussain for the Republic of Pakistan,
Great Day Dear Excellence President Sir Bob Dadae for the Republic of Papua New Guinea,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Paul Kagame for the Republic of Rwanda,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Klaus Iohannis for the Republic of Romania,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Aleksandar Vučić for the Republic of Serbia,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Omar al-Bashir for the Republic of Sudan,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Salva Kiir Mayardit for the Republic of South Sudan,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Maithripala Sirisena for the Republic of Sri Lanka,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Bashar al-Asad for the Republic of Syria,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Andrej Kiska for the Republic of Slovakia,
Great Day Dear Excellence King Maha Vajiralongkorn for the Kingdom of Thailand,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President  John Magufuli for the Republic of Tanzania,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Beji Caid Essebsi for the Republic of Tunis,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Recep Tayyip Erdoğan for the Republic of Turkey,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Yoweri Museveni for the Republic of Uganda,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Abdrabbuh Mansur Hadi for the Republic of Yemen,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Edgar Lungu for the Republic of Zambia,
Great Day Dear Excellence Mr. President Robert Mugabe for the Republic of Zimbabwe.

___________________________________________
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___________________________________________

The King Gottwald Peter,
for protection the Right of People and His Humanitarian mission to the World.

Join The King !
Tuesday, October 31, 2017

___________________________________________
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___________________________________________

Great Day and All Sucess,
my name is King Gottwald Peter, representative of the Imperium of Diamond's federal

government,  new government  with the  rights  of  territory of  the  North East  Africa  base ID's
Diamond Oasis between the International Border of republic of Egypt and Sudan, today my right
to  claim  right  since  1998  and  recognized  by  the  principles  of  International  law  with  the
responsibility of such justice of International Law in its recognition of the Global Democracy of
the governments of the countries and states, and on the same issue over the foundations of the
national  nature  state's  national  political  function  in  International  relations  and  its  own  state
existence and the primary principles of the establishment of the national legality in terms of the
responsibility of International criminal law and political customs.

Today,  my country's  territories, under the UN Charter and the UNGA Declaration, fall
under  the  sovereignty of  my  sovereignty as  de  jure,  and my government's  right  to  lead full
administration  of  sovereignty  over  territory,  to  expand  jurisdiction,  to  grant  citizenship,  to
administer  the  strategy  of  civilization  development,  and  development  on  the  International
political level.

The constitutional principles of the government and the purpose of the federal exercise are
not in opposition to the Charter of the United Nations and the principles of International law and,
above all, the government's purpose of government is to support the development of the whole
world and the elimination of all the problems of today's peoples. On the part of the government of
my country, development is guaranteed only by legal principles in line with the issues of peace,
justice, security and the purpose of self-fulfillment to defend the goal of such a value for society
and to defend the policy at an International level.

My goal is support development of every country in the whole world, open our diplomatic
relations between states and organize common strategical development, when I invite for trades
in  the  values  of  1,000,000,000,000  €  on  bilateral  size,  meaning  new  resolution  of  global
civilizational progress and expansion of the modernity and advance of human race.

Bud,  in the  First,  My country's  government  aims  to make  use of its  own territory for
peaceful development and thus to provide support to all refugees around the world to deport any
refugees held in one place in my country and thus to build unified colonies that will slow the
growth of a new civilization with all civil rights, with all the social foundations and civilization
needs of social society.

Since 1998, it has been a federal government plan to provide citizenship and ensure the
development of a healthy and full-quality life for everyone who is threatened by his freedoms and
justice, anyone who has to live in emigration and his people are displaced, people who are state-
owned by a large group in overwhelming discrimination and state persecution by apartheid, as
well as people and, above all, children who lose their lives due to lack of food and health care.

That is why a building proposal is created, registered as an economic product of the state
recognized as the legal basis of my country's economy, and for the purpose of building a new
civilization  intended  for  the  growth  of  education,  health,  labor  market  development,  social
quality,  culture and sport, responsible lifestyles standards, enabling all refugees to return their
rights to all life needs, health care and maintenance, top-level education of law and justice, family
development, and the right to build their own life in a developing society.

My country is  therefore  open to all  refugees,  migrants  and refugees from all  over the
world, anyone with refugee status, but also for children who are starving and their countries are
not in the economic budget to provide their care.

My country is open for all refugees from all around the world, and my country is therefore
strategy of the world response for life of refugees, and the law which defend their lifes, and the
law which defend rights for my country for development, the Law declared be the global majority
of government, and Intelligence of world political operations must have the same responses.

Today there are over 3,000,000 people living in a refugee camp all over the world. Their
development in life is weak and a loss for the future of their families, their societies, but also the
future nations that accept their citizenship application, and that is why such a refugee camp is
only a place for the strengthening of life in a country of growing racism and social disparity.

Every refugee have right for his freedom and self determination, and I give all rights for
every refugee to stand and obtain citizenship of my country, escape from all refugee camps.

The first objective of refugee camps is to ensure the future freedom of the people living
here, and I allow such offers to be fully International. Keeping refugees in camps is only the
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development of a prison camp that robs innocent people about human rights. Concentration camp
on principles of the Second World War or dictatorial fascist regimes.

Nowadays, the world's population of refugee camps is actually over 3,000,000 people, they
are People in the number of a real nation, those who only lose their lives in captivity in a refugee
center, but Each of them has been waiting for years if the foreign representatives of the country's
government come to accept their citizenship so that they can start a quality life and support the
growth of their membership in the new country of their home.

I  am  coming  today  and  I  am  able  to  guarantee  the  development  of  my  country,
government, constitution, jurisdiction and civilization and society according to all the necessary
goals of a responsible state administration policy and in accordance with International standards
of rights and responsible principles of the natural duty of the norms of liberty and social and
social  developmental  morals  and  health,  as  well  as  respecting  and  having  no  problem with
International supervisors and with membership of International organizations in which my goals
are to ensure their development on the other, and thus to support the growth of other Member
States that maintain their positions at peace.

Some people in the captivity of the refugee camp have been waiting in vain for over ten
years, and so their families and children are losing their future to the generations of mankind.
You now have a chance to give these people a new hope for their lives because I am giving
citizenship rights for everyone around the world and I  am therefore willing to accept  all  the
refugees in your countries to ensure that You completely stop Your duty to manage the camps
and  the  need  to  maintain  states  Your  countries  for  the  purpose  of  managing  the  life  and
population of other states.

If You allow this step, this will bring about a significant development of human rights and
freedoms, human dignity and respect for the right of the freedom of nations, and a responsible
demonstration of your dignity in the United Nations Organization's rights representing freedom of
the nations and their claims for free life and good development.

So, above the foundations of the UN Charter,  establishing the rights of the freedom of
nations, as the responsible purpose of this organization after the end of World War II, and the
abolition of practices of slave possession of innocent people in concentration camps, today such
laws are declared by all  governments  of countries around the world. the duty of the primary
strategy of the implementation of world politics, I therefore ask You for your support and the goal
of  opening  the  rights  of  nations  and  achieving  joint  execution  through  the  procedure  of
International law responsibility giving states security for a just and safe step for their nations.

UNGA  Declaration  on  Political  and  Civil  Rights  determining  the  right  to  self-
determination of its own legal status, which also means the right of each member  of refugee
camps  for his decision to accept  the  citizenship of the  ID's government,  and therefore  every
member of the refugee camp always has full rights for his independent decision on his status of
citizenship and accept the Imperium of Diamond's citizenship offers.

My country government offers for every foreign country government all rights to use ID's
Diamond Oasis land for the purpose of building a refugee camp in line with the new economic
strategy and will immediately build camps designed for the reception of all refugees from around
the  world  and allow their  immediate  security  screening,  ensuring  their  urgent  treatment  and
detoxication  at  the  risk  of  illness,  ensuring  their  vaccination,  short-term  observation  in  the
isolated company of the operating camp for the restoration of the practice of social practices and
morals,  and  then  full  release  into  the  public  society  of  the  civilization  of  my  country  ID's
Diamond Oasis, textiles, medicines, education and life needs for each individual, the freedom and
right to build own civilizational home.

In the camps of your country, people have to waste their time in constant isolation. In the
camps of my country, people immediately live in a civilized space, free and capable of full life
development. People do not have to live in a refugee camp, people immediately live in a civilized
place that becomes their own home civilization with all the life needs and freedoms.

Your country government has the right to decide, to declare a convention on co-operation
with  the  International  crisis  of  refugees  and  refugee  camps,  to  work  on  a  decision-making
strategy with other states representing refugee camps, as multilateral declarations for the land use
of my country for the purpose of global centralization of all refugees, and using the offerings
from  my  party's  governments  as  a  government  that  defines  the  strategies  of  civilization
development as a center of multiculturalism, with strategies of social unity, always aiming at the
basics of their own political visions of the One World diplomatic projects, therefore promoting
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the acceptance of every person without distinction of their race, religion, political ideology, social
differences,  property  and  society,  education,  and  social  advancement,  and  therefore  the
government's goal is to ensure the social centralization of the common recognition of the unity of
the  state  and the  nation  and therefore  the  holding  of  a  state-owned society in  common  and
without conflicting threats of difference.

If your  government supports the deportation of all  refugees,  my government  is always
open to accepting all the refugees and ensuring a full-quality life for them.

Intelligence  of  industry,  agriculture  and  social  budgets,  according  to  the  systems  of
function and normalization of the civilization function strategy at the level of the operationally
active form of the first phase of standard civilization, will always ensure the ability to use its own
flexible resources of resources for dozens of people, up to hundreds of millions of people. Only
14 days in case of necessity of building up resources, and only three days in the case of the full
function of the Government Office and the stability of diplomacy at the International level.

Your support for a good and quality refugee life in the country also means a great deal of
support  for  my  country's  government,  so  I  must  admit  that  my  government  and  state  will
therefore always appreciate your support for willingness to cooperate for the purpose of helping
and stabilizing the government the state of the state, the capacity to develop civilization, and also
the  retention  of  governmental  power  over  its  own  resources  and  the  demands  of  its  own
developmental activities.

The government of my country is legal according to all International political priorities, the
principles of its own independent territories of 2,062 square kilometers as terra nullius until 1998
when the federal government's claim was guaranteed, since 1998 the validity of the copyright of
the economy and finances reaching the values of the developed world and the founding economy,
as  well  as  on  responsible  civilization  development  plans,  together  with  the  development  of
responsible  logistics  of  jurisdiction  allowing citizens  to  human  rights,  freedoms  and dignity,
demands of democracy and self-determination, decisions on state development strategy, ensuring
and functioning of society as well as commercial and property ownership of individuals; legal
societies according to the peace and respect of good practices and principles and so today with the
International  recognition  of  the  countries  and  governments  of  the  countries  as  an  act  of
recognition for  the  regular  interaction of  public  communication  and sharing of  public  social
networking contributions, meaning the lands of the governments of countries and International
organizations  under  the  auspices  of  the  federal  government,  and  ensuring  government
stabilization in the process of progress and strategy.

I am willing to take steps in peace, in cooperation with the International community, and
also  with  responsibility  for  developing  strategies  to  enable  peace  and progress  among  other
countries abroad.

If the Imperium of Diamond's federal government stabilizes, the Federal Government, the
Imperium of Diamonds, can use its own humanitarian plans to support and develop cooperation
with other governments of countries and states and organizations to stop poverty globally, halt
famine, stopping the risks of lack of civilization resources, suppressing illiteracy and mobilizing
the development of education, ensuring the development of healthcare throughout the world, and
developing all world civilizations to the level of today's most developed countries.

Your help for refugees in your countries is therefore also helping my country's peace-based
government,  but also the step of giving you support  and support  for the lives of all  children
starving with starvation and illnesses without drugs.

Today  I,  as  the  Head  of  State  representing  the  country  and  the  government,  provide
security for the adoption of all children at risk of famine and I always provide them with the skills
for  their  development  and  growth  in  civilization  that  will  provide  them  with  health  care,
education, but also social foundations and responsible moral and civilization education, and in the
same  way I  want  to  support  the  development  of  Third World  countries  to  ensure  their  own
geography stability to maintain the budget of all living resources and qualities to the needs of all
people  in  the  population.  I  will  support  agriculture,  industry,  pharmacy and hospital  growth,
education, urbanization and the economy.

In accordance with the principles of International law of the United Nations, as well as the
purpose  of  establishing  this  organization  and  the  natural  morality  and  responsibility  of  the
policies of all governments, the objective is to promote the peaceful development of all founding
states and nations, security.
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That is why this objective is determined as the main priority of the International Policy
Strategy  according  to  the  objectives  established  by  International  law,  the  real  purpose  of
cooperation to stabilize the federal government and civilization.

The federal government has its own economic resources that make it possible to gain its
own development resources and hence also all the capabilities of organized growth, so it is only
necessary to establish an agreement on the transfer of funds between our banks, thus allowing for
the growth of common trade between our countries.

The objectives of the civilization development of ID's Diamond Oasis are extensive, with
the ability to minimize the annual economic out turn of 300,000,000,000,000 euros value mainly
in construction, industry and business services, as well as development in the financial sector
industry and fundamentally on the development of new technologies and civilization trends and
the  much  more  advanced  level  of  civilization  dynamics  ahead  of  today's  modernity  of  the
standard of civilization format of other states.

The economy of the direct budget of legal offers of business positions, representing the
determining power of GDP, is sufficiently responsible for determining the budget of finance for
every citizen of civilization and thus enabling them to attain the ability of their stable life.

Our Bank offices can jointly establish business co-operation and agreements for financial
transactions between our states. That is why our cooperation can immediately ensure the full
development of essential living resources for more than ten million people within one year of
slow growth, and so even in the beginning of a postal country without sufficient water resources
and living standards.

 Civilization  development  resources  and  the  goals  of  developing  modern  intelligence
technologies already guarantee full security for all the resources of more than ten million people,
and therefore I am willing to accept all members of the refugee camps in your countries and with
children who die of hunger in the first year.

Sufficient capacities are available from water resources plans, food production, health and
education  development,  residential  centers  and  public  spaces,  as  well  as  markets  and
development capacities.

Total civilization development over a one-year period will ensure stable capacities for the
population  Ten  million  people,  skyscraper  cities,  their  own  advanced  urban  infrastructure,
commercial  enterprises  with  more  than  25,000,000  business-active  entities,  raw  material
resources from their own lab production and international mining co-operation, function.

Therefore, I really praise You for Your support and the purpose of cooperation for the
promotion of the interests  of  the world's  democracy,  recognizing the rights and principles of
International rights that determine the political strategies and humanity of the public society.

I ask You for really minimal needs, a few simple steps for the purpose of mutual logistical
communication between our authorities and allowing joint administration of the deportation act
and the development of a new refugee center in the territory of my government.

First, I ask You to secure the financial transactions between our banks and my willingness
to provide You with all  the  guarantees  of  the  value of  the  currency and the strength of  my
country's coin and with the introduction of long-term financial stability regulation plans under the
administration of the central bank of the federation and the government of my country.

Stable  Bank  Transactions  with  Checks  and  Telex  will  be  used  primarily  to  stabilize
government offices and to provide logistics administration to state and major state institutions.
Therefore, it is in my interest in your countries to buy the basic needs of the office, but also to
ensure the ability to pay employees to the offices, a currency that is applicable Internationally,
and that is why my coins in public society are free of discrimination and public contempt.

Telecommunications, data connections, archive and notariate functions, law enforcement
agencies,  budgets  of  practical  forms,  and central  planning  management  for  administration  &
development.

Likewise, it is in my interests to ask for the right to bankruptcy between the members of
the refugee camps of your country, for the purpose of election among the candidates, for the job
offers  of  an  official  function  in  my  country's  government,  for  the  representation  of  politics,
provisional diplomacy and ministries.

This will create our cooperation full of logistic communication at the legal level, and our
ability to develop together at the level of active performance will be in our interests as well.

A budget  will  be  created for  those interested in  federal  government  citizenship or  the
budget of all deportees from refugee camps and in the interest of their profession, education, or
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interest in education; this will modify the civilization development plan of my country,  in the
interest of pace, budget of building materials and the scope of International business cooperation
and the centralization of performance and use of own resources.

Within a few weeks, a base camp will be built in the form of a civilized refugee camp with
all the resources needed for life. Here, at this stage, people gain freedom, and the purpose of their
community budget and shared democracy, which cultures, traditions and principles of national
society will be created.

People get a free life right now, and everyone has all the rights to their life growth.
Your country governments have the right to win the Nobel Peace Prize, and International

Recognition,  Pride  and  Honor  in  the  International  Society.  Your  country  is  therefore  the
cornerstone of the history of my country and always has all the respect of my nation.

Our cooperation will therefore always be friendly and always establishing common support
for the success and development of our civilizations.

The federal government of Imperium of Diamond's is in the first place to invest over €
1,000,000,000,000 in the IDMD currency into a base for the emergence of a common market
between our governments and states, to finance the development of your country and thus to buy
productive  raw  materials  at  this  value  of  1,000,000,000,000  €  in  IDMD  signifying  the
establishment of the common market level of this system of common commercial cooperation in
the interest of the rhythm of the strategy of the development of our markets and trade.

Your  country  still  has  sufficient  capabilities  and  significant  opportunities  for  its
development, your country gains significant positions and new possibilities for your own future,
your country is proud to support the freedom of nations and the active validity of international
peace law together with steps for the future of human generations and states.

Your country is the model of the responsible state with the right to recognition of pride, as
well as enrichment for the responsible exercise of enabling peaceful stabilization of the state and
support for foreign countries.

I Thank You, for Your Honorable Government, for Your support in this interest, Thank
You for  Your  diplomatic  protection  and assistance  in  organizing  matters,  and  mainly  in  the
interests of supporting the stabilization of my office and the functionality and performance of
logistics,  and  also  Thank  You  for  Your  willingness  to  stand  in  today's  world  and  publicly
demonstrate Your purpose and interest in helping humanity,  and the peaceful development of
relations between nations and the people.

Link on ID's Law of Stabilization
https://www.docdroid.net/gMPxkcE/ids-part-of-documentation-before-finalizing-stabilization-31-
05-20171.pdf

Link on Document for Bank Cooperation
https://www.docdroid.net/rwxbJUA/ids-global-bank-cooperation-law.pdf.html

Link on ID's Citizenship registry (Refugees right since 1998)
https://www.docdroid.net/pSWRcSl/ids-citizen-cheque-2017-certified.pdf

The Human Progress, is Goal of World Law;

The Legitimate State, no Refugee camp !

Parliament, Senate, centers of public democracy, development of own security forces and
police, state administration offices & cadastral office, the State ! The Law ! The World Order
progress declared be the Global majority of Government's. Stop discriminatory, give a life for
People !

Blockation of  development  is  step of fascism and oposition against  International  Law,
public guarantee for dissfunction of World Order of peace and security, humanity and civilized
level of national principles.

Document written: Tuesday, October 31, 2017
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FIRST PHASE OF STATE
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SECOND PHASE OF STATE
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CITIZEN CAMP
3,800 Km × 2,200 Km = First civilized space for 50,000 people.
Economy: 100,000,000 € value in stable cycling, theory.
Space for +/-500 business companies in Internationally Activated Autonomous economy
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INDUSTRIAL COLONIES
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______________________________________________________________________________

Multilateral & Bilateral Declaration on stable centralization of refugees
and  migrants  in  option  of  their  deportation  on  ID's  Diamond  Oasis
territory, for their freedom of civilized life and citizenship

___________________________________________

The Government of Declaration Guarantee & The Imperium of Diamond's Federal Government

Government country declare, appreciate service of ID's Federal government in support for
World Refugees centralization in own territory, and Government therefore have interest for stable
guarantee on own Act of deportation all people of refugee statute or runners, and all people who
not  obtain  citizenship,  for  opportunity  to  safe  their  life  in  the  freedom  of  development  of
civilization, equally live in society without discriminatory borders and losses of their life, their
development and Right's for freedom which is declared be the majority of government's represent
today world.

Government country guarantee, that a government have a vision in idea of the peaceful
world for right of people on their freedom and their dignity, equally life and development, and
therefore  the  Government  have  interest  for  deportation  of  people,  and  safe  their  right  and
freedom.

The  Imperium of  Diamond's  Federal  government  guarantee on  own vision of  goal,  to
protect people and their right, open democracy and freedom of civilized development, freedom of
life and all life quality of needs.

The Imperium of Diamond's government guarantee, that the government Constitutionally
have a vision of The One World until  year  1998, no borders and no foreign nation, state of
centralization and responsible order, bud justice and freedom, and therefore the government allow
for citizenship of every people or nation, community or state from all around the human world.

The Imperium of Diamond's Federal government confirm on own respectability on human
dignity, respectability for difference of human race and social level of company, idea of religion
and political opinions, and on the Guarantee, Government confirm own vision of equally world
and need for development of civilizations equally for every one.

Therefore, The Government Declare and allow for deportation of Refugees and Runners,
people stateless and no-nation, for their new country of ID's Federation where people have right
of equally life of society and freedom, personal or family life, the right of integrated state and
civilized development.

Every country Government which Declare statute of deportation, therefore have all rights
for start organizing deportation of people in common logistic with the ID's Federal government in
the needs of people safety, source of live and all living opportunity in their new country of ID's
Federation.

Document written: Tuesday, October 31, 2017, page 1 of 4 pages
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___________________________________________

Multilateral  &  Bilateral  Declaration  on  stable  centralization  of  refugees  and
migrants in option of their deportation on ID's Diamond Oasis territory, for their
freedom of civilized life and citizenship

___________________________________________

The Government's Declare
___________________________________________

Head of State
Imperium of Diamond's federal government

..........................................................................................................
The Autonomous Grant on Constitutional Privileges 1998

The One World

Head of State
The Country Government ...........................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................
Date: ____________________________________________________/

___________________________________________

The Archive of Declaration: .......................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................

*All state who Declare the Agreement have therefore right to registry a copy of Original
Declaration  in  their  state  Archives,  and  use  document  for  Legal  manipulation  or  public
presentations.
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Head of State
The Country Government ...........................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................
Date: ____________________________________________________/

___________________________________________

Head of State
The Country Government ...........................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................
Date: ____________________________________________________/

___________________________________________

Head of State
The Country Government ...........................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................
.............................................................................................................................................................

..........................................................................................................
Date: ____________________________________________________/

___________________________________________

(Multiplication of page is alowed)
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MANAGEMENT SCHEME OF
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The Government's &
Global site of Refugee Camp's

ID's Diamond Oasis
Global centralisation of People,

Important Strategy of World policy

New State Development,
Offices of State & stabilization,

Important Strategy of World policy

Royal Council
Parliament, Senate

Ministries, Diplomacy, Bank
Security, Cadastral

Adequatlly confirm:
International Law is stabile function,

Opinion of World system have opinion

Global Refugees 
Centralisation

Global Business 
cooperation



______________________________________________________________________________

Legal  Contract  System  open  oportunity  for  Guarantee  for
Protection of  new Civilization Center and Transportation of
People
______________________________________________________________________________

The ID's GSCPC, The Central Code of Institution:
https://www.docdroid.net/xBRKyyn/law-of-ids-global-security-concern-of-private-companies.pdf

Contract No.°: 03
https://www.docdroid.net/3x0hlTN/ids-gscpc-contract-n-03-governmental-military-service-
provide-121017.pdf

Contract No.°: 04
https://www.docdroid.net/eMWRQMG/ids-gscpc-contract-n-04-global-humanitarian-
development-12102017.pdf

Contract No.°: 01
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B6xXVZUsjc2XTmdGVGdTOVdyWU0/view

Intelligence of Legal document's have all guarantees for the opportunity on cooperative
protection for people and prevent dangerous risk of terrorism, kidnapping, slavery or hostage and
human trafficking.

Privilege:
1. Transportation security and observation
2. Polygraph control of people
3. Trial commission for control of security investigators
4. Independent archive of Citizens register and administration
5. Protection of civilized development & Central policy

______________________________________________________________________________
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______________________________________________________________________________

Autonomous operating system of Source of Live
______________________________________________________________________________

Marketing Center of social services and raw materials, food and drugstore chain for
the consumption of high-density population.

______________________________________________________________________________

Also, I'm looking forward to my markets will operate and trade chains can economically
supply the full dimension of my population using possibilities of the modern system of common
business contracts and prosperous cooperation for our party.

It  is  easy,  in  the  interest  of  civilization  beginning,  even  with  favorable  bilateral  and
multilateral  agreements  beneficial  to both the business side.  Support  for the establishment  of
basic business corporations abroad, anywhere in the world, the goal of the corporation is the
processing  of  raw  materials  for  the  production  of  basic  social  and  marketing  products,  the
Corporation for trade with biscuits Corporation for the fruit and vegetable shops for toilet needs,
trades on basic consumer products. Possibility to use the system also for the expansion of the
pharmaceutical  industry  in  your  country through  agreements  between  traders  on  sharing  the
market between corporations in your country, and a new corporate ID's.

The  new ID's  corporation  can  be  based  on  an  investment  basis  of  society,  and  with
business activities in your country and in your jurisdiction, offshore enterprise system. Therefore,
financial profit corporations will be used for payment of the founding of financial costs, while at
work and administrative operation of the business, paying taxes, and operational needs, paying
for a manager who cares about the function and management of company manager called to the
employment office to exercise functions of political or business contracts.

The subsequent balance of the profits of the enterprise will be made market in which the
government Imperium of Diamond's as the owner of companies abroad, will be from these own
businesses in buying up raw materials from their profit and carry them into the country Imperium
of Diamond's, along with the strategy of payment for customs services and bulk import .

Some funds may be used for promotion and investment in local development activities of
civilization  in  which  business  corporations  have  their  own seat  and  therefore  while  there  is
support strategies for the development  of your  country,  or  the ability to use the fund for the
development of our bilateral and multilateral projects is a special form of division.

Consumer Raw, thinks bars, drinks, fruits, hygienic products, textiles, and other consumer
products without long-term durability and therefore as values without sustained investment value
products that are at redemption for corporate money because state-owned Imperium of Diamond's
and imported for sale in their own state trading centers and compatible trade Market for public
social Diamond Oasis.

A formal agreement to promote investment value of business corporations and businesses
in your countries, and trade which again promotes the growth of the value of these enterprises in
the ratio of consumer population statistics Imperium of Diamond's Diamond Oasis with a plan for
10 million consumers, it means an increase in GDP of your country's strong financial growth and
making the basic unit of civilization market, which will be used for future development of your
country  in  case  of  natural  growth  of  your  population  and  consumption,  stronger  consumer
economy in your country and thus strengthen the investment value of such forms of business
corporations which automatically increases a whopping GDP and economy of your  country ,
strengthening growth in strength of your currency.

At the same time, Diamond Oasis could such a deal be used for gain basic raw materials
for the survival of civilization and population health, the establishment of basic infrastructure
Market and shopping malls  for public social company,  thereby ensuring a stable pace for the
possibility of adopting a new population from abroad, people who migrate, refugees, refugees,
children are dying of hunger and people who for reasons of civilization deficiencies must suffer
in society as people without gain for the state, people in the form of mere consumption of social
financial benefits from the authorities, or those that can only beg on the streets of small finance
and coins and therefore they only damaging to look at the quality of your civilization, people who
only because of their civil registry causes need your bank to print higher number of coins which
therefore cause a weakening of your financial currency and reduced production and profits from
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international markets, it is weaker profit for your business corporations and their development,
strongly statistically slower development of your civilizations.

Joint agreement is based on a common profit, stable retail chain advantageous for each side
and at the same time with the ability to succeed at the level of humanitarian missions and the
application of modern principles of the policy of peaceful principles after World War II, and also
in accordance with the UN Charter, to promote peaceful development nations.

It's beautiful to live in a world that is stable and prosperous, every one of you own the right
to promote the development of such contracts as contract activity political form, or business form,
and therefore  each one of you  and supports the ideology of modern  peace and humanitarian
resources with global application, is an important gain for you and for your country.

Deport is also permissible. According to international principles and in many cases the
jurisdiction of the States, vagrant and homeless people have no right to use public streets for their
private life without social principles, and at the same time safeguarding international law that
each person's own obligation rights to health and quality of life. Development plan civilization
Diamond Oasis is the first year designed for 10 million people.

Today, throughout the world, for reasons of economic differential civilizations die more
than 15 million children, more than 500 million people have to live on the street without any
financial income persons without any civilizing exercise and social contact, many of these people
are  just  a  little  children  without  social  life  and  education,  children  who must  live  as  a  raw
material for commercial sex and rape, or slavery without financial disbursements. The federal
government Imperium of Diamond's is the entity that owns the legal value of government and
state, but because of European terrorist blocking, without an opportunity to steadily develop the
principles and standard principles of today's world of peace policies and rules.

Each  of  you  who  will  support  the  joint  development  opportunities,  each  of  you  and
supports better values around the world, politics, states and public companies.

It's an important step for the whole world.
As one of the basic steps of the investment opportunity is your cooperation and present the

proposal before the committee Nobel Peace Prize. The most important humanitarian challenges of
today's world and society.

Your support,
Step for  the  Progress  of  World policy practices  and their  modernization,  new Act  of  World
History of Political development and strength for protection for life of people.

Declared be People who have a Pride !
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The Federal Government of

The Imperium of Diamond's
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

Global Refugee Stabilization
______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
King Gottwald Peter, ID's
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